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About This Game

Detective Grimoire has been called to investigate a murder. The owner of a small tourist attraction, found deep within the heart
of the marshes, seemingly killed by the very mythical creature his attraction is based around... Explore the surrounding area,

inspect the scene of the crime, grill the suspects, solve puzzles, search for clues and uncover the secret of the swamp!

Features

A mixture of investigating and puzzle gameplay, designed with mouse/touch in mind

Assemble Grimoire's thoughts to reach conclusions about the case

A fully voiced and animated cast of characters to interrogate

Beautiful digitally painted environments to explore

Award nominated original orchestral soundtrack
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Overpriced even on half price. Don't waste money on this game. The phoenix is like a T2 ship anyway after the last patch..
Atmosphere is great and unique (visual and audio work fine together). The short story can be extendable based on the events in
my opinion. Totally worth it overall!. We need more experimental VR experiences like this one. For a quick (yet wholly
memorable) experience, pick this up for the $0.99.. Airheart, while rough on the edges and still a little clunky to manage while
not flying it has a huge potential to be a time eater deluxe :). Great DLC. Has an interesting\/spooky new plot, and the puzzles in
this one are all really enjoyable. It's also worth noting that it has more missions than the last DLC for the same price. Definitely
worth it.. I will save you pineapple. Tiny square to the rescue! Love this game, great for passing the time.
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There are no CGs, and the game is extremely short. Doesn't really go into Korean culture.. GOTY edition coming out?. Excelent
value considering how extraordinarily good a simulator Automobilista is.. Great concept, simplistic design and love the music.. I
will start by saying I love Drox Operative, it's unique, interesting and a blast to play especially with friends. I do wish
multiplayer was more refined and hosting was easier, it's rather annoying to have to mess around with port forwards and
firewalls to play with friends.

But as a warning to everyone: If you buy this DLC you will lose your old ships. When I purchased this DLC and jumped on, all
my old ships were gone and I was forced to start again. Disabling the DLC did nothing and I have not been able to get my ships
back and I suspect I never will. Just be warned this may happen to you.

The game is super fun though, so I would recommend buying both the game and the DLC before investing a whole lot of time.
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